
April 2022 Mixed Bag Questions

1.Who Am I?
- I was born in London in 1934.
- I was a writer, comedian and film and TV actor, famous for my bulging eyes,
which were the result of a thyroid condition.

- I died in 1982.

2.Which is further North: Adelaide or Canberra?

3. How many edges does a tetrahedron have?

4. Which Australian explorer is associated with the vessel “Tom Thumb”?

5. In the nursery rhyme, how old is the pease pudding?

6. In which state of Australia is Badgery’s Creek (the site of a major airport opening in
2026)?

7. According to Shakespeare, who was the last person to stab Julius Caesar?

8. What kind of book is a Baedeker?

9. Which common insect produces formic acid both as a repellent and to mark trails?

10.What, starting with “V” for Victor is the green patina that forms on copper and
brass?

HARDER

11. In the James Fenimore Cooper Novel The Last of the Mohicans, what is the name
of the American Indian who is in fact “The Last of the Mohicans”?

12. Which Australian author won his second Booker Prize for True History of the Kelly
Gang?

13. (a) Which two animals flank the coat of arms of The UK?
(b) Separate versions of this coat of arms exist for England and Scotland. What
are the major differences in the way the two animals are portrayed in the English
and the Scottish versions?



14. In What Year?
 The Ash Wednesday fires in Victoria and South Australia claim 76 lives.
 M*A*S*H TV series ends after 11 years and 251 episodes.
 The Swatch watch is introduced and heavily marketed worldwide.
 The British film Gandhi wins 8 Oscars.
 Australian Dick Smith completes his solo circumnavigation in a helicopter.

15. What six-letter word describes a three-dimensional shape with a single curved
surface on which all points are equidistant from the centre?

16. What is the title of the second in the "Pink Panther" series of movies?

17. “Superman" and all related characters are trademarks of what company?

18. In The English word “importunate” means:
(a) Unlucky
(b) Overly demanding
(c) Inclined to tardiness

19.What three letter Latin word, usually written in brackets, is used to denote that a
word, phrase, or passage in a piece of text that may appear strange or incorrect has
been written intentionally or has been quoted verbatim?

20. Name this character, including his rank: In the novel Catch 22, an Army Air Force
officer with an alliterative name, promoted well beyond his abilities. Played by Bob
Newhart in the movie.

(answers next page)



ANSWERS:

1. Marty Feldman

2. Adelaide

3. Six

4. Matthew Flinders

5. Nine days old

6. New South Wales; it will be an international airport serving the city of Sydney.

7. Brutus

8. A travel guide

9. Ant

10. Verdigris

HARDER:

11. Chingachcook

12. Peter Carey

13. (a) The lion and the unicorn
(b) In the English version (left) the lion is on the left, and the unicorn is on the
right. In the Scottish version, (right) positions are reversed. Both animals bear
national flags in the Scottish version, but not the English version. In the English
version the lion is crowned, but not the unicorn. Both are crowned in the Scottish
version.

14. 1983

15. Sphere

16.A Shot in the Dark

17. D.C. Comics

18. (b) Overly demanding

19. Sic

20.Major Major Major


